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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a dramatic decrease in
federal and state aid to local governments.

The current

result is an inability on the parts of these localities to
maintain and expand publically-provided infrastructure.
Historically municipalities depended upon outside aid to
maintain such basic local facilities as public schools.
Roughly 35 to 45 percent of local school budgets are
subsidized by federal and state funds.

Yet as these sources

of revenue disappear, local government is forced to sustain
the burden of providing sufficient local facilities and
services without the aid it relied upon in the . past.

Local

government reliance on federal and state aid is surpassed in
many states by its dependence on revenue from local property
tax.

Throughout the country local monetary contribution to

public education (from property tax revenue) amounted to
approximately 48 percent of local school budgets between
1978 and 1979. 1

However,

increasingly more state

legislatures are placing restrictions on municipalities'
ability to levy property taxes. 2

Thus, while state and

federal subsidization decreases so does the municipality's

1

ability to make up the deficit.
Localities are faced with the challenge of
determining innovative means of raising revenue, means which
adequately replace traditional sources of funding while
remaining fair to community residents.

Of the various means

considered by local government officials,

impact fees appear

the most widely considered and utilized.

They supply local

governments with greater potential of raising revenue than
any other exaction, tax or fee.

Impact fees fund facilities

and services specifically required by new development,
funding not common to subdivision requirements or
administrative fees.

Since new development creates

additional strain on existing local infrastructure, impact
fees help shift some of the financial burden onto those
responsible, ultimately the new resident homeowners.
Generally, fees differ from taxes in that they are
variable, determined by actual use, and are intended
ultimately to benefit only the contributing population (or
the "users 11 ) , not the entire community.

Conversely, taxes

are flat rates, without regard to actual use, and benefit
the community as a whole.

More specifically, impact fees

include charges against new development for the purpose of
defraying the costs of basic public services.

The fee

directly reflects the impact made on specified facilities by
a particular type of development.

For example, most

dramatically affected by residential development in a
2

community is the local school system.

Thus, the developer

or landowner is charged an appropriate fee (typically based
on the number .of school-age children introduced into the
community), to be used in funding capital expansion of the
school facility necessitated by the new development.

A

number of legal authorities believe that developers may be
charged fees to off set the impacts of their projects on
public facilities if the fee is demonstrably related to an
impact of the proposed development and the resulting revenue
is used directly to mitigate that impact. 3

This requirement

to "earmark" revenue raised from impact fees has appeared in
landmark cases which ultimately set legal guidelines and
precedents regarding the use of impact fees.
Two states in particular have proved the most
advanced in their use of impact fees.

California and

Florida have seen a large number of their local governments
employ impact fees as a means to raise revenue.

In

California the primary issue is less whether or not to
impose impact fees and more which process localities should
use when levying a charge on new development.
words,

In other

in which stage of the approval process the developer

is required to pay a fee becomes critical in assessing the
validity of the fee.

California's innovative legislature

has approved the concept of impact fees.

In one case,

however, the court ruled that a fee could not be imposed as

3

a condition for proposal approval. 4

As long as the fee is

not an attempt to regulate permits or project approvals,

it

is deemed valid by the California courts, even if its
primary function is to raise revenue.

In addition,

local

governments have been permitted to spend the revenue from
impact fees however and wherever they deem necessary,
regardless of what the fees were levied for.
Florida contains a large number of communities
utilizing impact fees to raise revenue for improvements
necessitated by new development.

A court ruling in 1975

became a precedent that has been applied in both subsequent
court cases and locally drafted ordinances.

The Dunedin

case saw the court validate a local ordinance with certain
modifications to the original ordinance. 5

Initially the

court found the Dunedin ordinance defective in its failure
to specify the e x penditure of revenue raised from impact
fees.

Dunedin officials subsequently amended the ordinance

to earmark the impact funds for water and sewer system
expansion.

In the Dunedin case, the Florida Supreme Court

established the "Dunedin Rule," used as guidelines for local
governments and a reference in subsequent court cases
involving impact fees.
1.

The guidelines were as follows:

New development must necessitate that the
present system of public facilities be expanded.

2.

The fees imposed on the users must be no more
than the costs the local government would incur
4

in expanding the system.
3.

The fees must be expressly earmarked and spent
for the purposes for which they were charged.

The Dunedin case has been referred to in a number of
fee-related cases in Florida. 6

If a local ordinance or fee

schedule complies with the aforementioned guidelines, it is
validated by the courts and held legal.

Thus, Florida and

California vary greatly in their definitions of the legality
of impact fees.

California stresses the way in which the

fee is imposed; is plat approval based on payment of the
impact fee?

Florida courts have focused on the allocation

of revenue expenditure;

is the revenue raised from impact

fees funding facility expansion necessitated by new
development?
Different regions throughout the United States seem
to emphasize and focus on particular issues regarding the
imposition of impact fees.
Illinois,

In the Pioneer Trust case in

the primary issue was whether or not the proposed

residential development necessitated the expansion of the
existing school facilities. 7

In Patterson~ Alpine City,

the court invalidated a fee which placed unreasonable
financial burden on new residents. 8
As traditional funding sources and practices become
extinct and improbable,

local government officials realize

the dire conditions under which they are forced to maintain

5

public facilities and services.

Federal aid to state

budgets and programs is dwindling, and municipal governments
suffer from the states' depleted funds as state-provided
funding decreases at an increasing rate.

Furthermore,

restrictions are being placed on local governments'
authority to collect property tax.

The dramatic loss of

historically prevalent funding is matched by the increasing
rate of growth in many communities, as fuel prices stabilize
and populations are more willing to commute to their jobs.
This thesis addresses the issue of the depletion of
traditional means of raising revenue in a growing community,
South Kingstown, Rhode Island.

The study investigates the

potential of that community employing impact fees as a means
of increasing revenue in the local budget.

Specifically,

the impact of residential growth on the Town's public school
system is determined, and the possibility and success of
imposing impact fees on residential . development evaluated.
The individual chapters in this thesis differ
according to each one's scope of investigation of impact
fees.

Chapter Two describes national and state trends

regarding school enrollment trends and projections and state
educational spending.

The next chapter describes the Town

of South Kingstown and establishes a level of need for the
imposition of impact fees on residential development.
Chapter Four investigates the legality of impact
fees, using relative past court cases as a model for the
6

present legal acceptance of fees.

In the fifth chapter,

the

application of an impact fee on a cluster housing
development in South Kingstown is reviewed thoroughly in
order to assess the "success" of an education impact fee in
Town.

And finally, conclusions are drawn and

recommendations made utlilzing the information in this
thesis as a foundation.

7

CHAPTER TWO
NATIONAL AND STATE TRENDS
This chapter is a comprehensive review of basic
historical trends of school enrollment and spending related
to education.

Both national and state trends are included

to establish a model for evaluating South Kingstown's
situation.

Further,

recently passed state legislation is

reviewed in preparation for an analysis of South Kingstown's
financial stability in the future.
The localities in this country are experiencing a
variety of monetary difficulties and cutbacks.

Yet current

national trends in school enrollment indicate significant
increases in school-age children.

This trend places

pressure on local school systems to both maintain present
facilities and expand the overall facility to sufficiently
provide schooling to the communities.

This population

increase is most significant at the elementary school level.
From 1970 to 1980 the enrollment figure for the nursery and
kindergarten level of education increased 21 percent.

This

figure is projected to increase another 33 percent by 1990.
While enrollment figures for kindergarten through 8th grade
have decreased 14 percent from 1970 to 1980, the projections

8

show a 9 percent increase by 1990 due to the current "bulge"
in population at the kindergarten level.

Conversely,

the 9-

12 grade enrollment figure increased slightly between 1970
and 1980 (by 1 percent);

the projected 9-12 figures for 1990

indicate a decrease in enrollment by 16 percent. 9

Table 1

delineates the changes in enrollment for three school
categories:

Nursery and kindergarten,

K-12, and High School

graduates. 10
Nationally,

public education,

including school debt

service, consumes approximately two-thirds of municipal
budgets.

Local property taxes average 65 percent of total

municipal revenue, while state government contributions to
local revenue average 25 percent and federal contributions-typically in the form of CDBG funds--constitute 10 percent
of municipal revenues.

Thus, local governments are

extremely dependent on local revenues to maintain public
services and facilities.

This reliancie makes capital

improvements on the local level very difficult, and the
cutbacks in aid from both federal and state agencies further
exemplify the dire situation ahead for most municipal
governments.
Rhode Island's demographic figures show considerable
changes over the past two decades.

Between 1960 and 1980

the overall population in Rhode Island increased 10.2
percent.
947,154. 11

The state's total population in 1980 was
In 1983 approximately 137,933 students were
9

TABLE 1
NATIONAL ENROLLMENT FIGURES, 1970-1990
(IN THOUSANDS)

10K

60K

5K

30K

1--

0

0

1970 1980 1990

1970 1980 1990

Nursery and Kindergarten

K-12

5K

2.5K

t----

0

1970 1980 1990

High School Graduates
SOURCE: Projections of Education Statistics to 1990-91,
Vol. 1, National Center for Education Statistics,
Washington, D.C.
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enrolled in the public school systems throughout the state.
As the state average,

$3,058 was spent per pupil;

thus the

state spent over $4.2 million, or roughly 84 percent of
total tax revenue, on education in 1984.

Furthermore,

individual communities spent over 50 percent of their
property tax revenue on education. 12
The $420 million state e x penditure for public
schools was financed by four sources.

Most significant was

the local tax support which provided over $251 million--or
60 percent of the necessary funds--for education.

State

aid, in the form of earmarked grants, supported local school
systems with better than $157 million (37 percent).
Departmental revenue--charges for services by local
government departments--contributed $7.4 -million (2
percent),

while federal grants provided another $5.3 million

(1 percent) to the state to fund local school departments.
Figcire 1 illustrates the monetary breakdown of ' public school
financing. 13
Recently state officials evaluated past and current
trends of local property tax revenue.

The significant

annual increases alarmed the legislature and their findings
elicited a recent campaign to curb local governments'
ability to tax personal property, similar to that recently
seen in Massachusetts.

Information published by the Rhode

Island Public Expenditure Council ( RIPEC) showed an "overreliance" on property tax in Rhode Island.
11

For example,

in

FIGURE 1
RHODE ISLAND
PUBLIC SCHOOL EXPENDITURES
1983

(MILLIONS)

LOCAL TAX SUPPORT

$251 .8

STATE AID

$157.3

FEDERAL AID

$5.3

DEPARTMENT Al
REVENUE

$7 .4

SOURCE: Annual State Report on Local Government
Finances and Tax Equalization, Department of Community
Affairs, 1984.
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1983 Rhode Island property tax collections were the sixth
highest in the United States.

In November of 1984 the House

of Representatives in the state committed themselves to
enacting a property tax relief and replacement program.
During the 1985 session of the General Assembly, the State
Legislature passed an important piece of legislation.
Entitled "The Omnibus Property Tax and Replacement Act of
1985," the bill's primary provision was to increase state
aid to both

loca~

governments and school districts.

As a

quid pro quo for this program, a 5.5 percent cap on property
tax levies was imposed.

In May 1986 the legislature amended

the Omnibus Bill, easing some of the pressure placed on
localities to decrease property tax levies.

Yet the result

of the newer legislation resembles that of the original
bill.

The object is apparent:

limit the rate of growth in

local property tax as a quid pro quo for additional state
outlays.

Ultimately this act controls--and perhaps limits--

local expenditure.

This bill could potentially aggravate

the already-existing problem of identifying funds for basic
municipal services and facilities.

The Omnibus Bill further

exemplifies the need for local governments to determine
alternative means of raising revenue to the traditional
federal and state aid and local collection of property
taxes.

Impact fees have been instituted as such a revenue-

raising technique in other states.

But in Rhode Island the

attempt to impose impact fees in communities has been
13

limited to one incident.

In the City of Cranston,

local

government officials attempted to impose an impact fee for
the purpose of increasing the amount of recreational land in
the city. 14

The validity of the requirement that 7 percent

of a project's land area be deeded to the city was tested in
the Rhode Island Supreme Court.

The court concluded that

the "involuntary dedication of land is a valid exercise of
police power only to the extent that the need for the land
required to be donated results from the specific and unique
activity attribU:table to the developer. 1115

The 7 percent

dedication requirement was held by the court as "arbitrary
on its face," and was invalidated. 16

The end result of this

solitary attempt to impose impact fees in this state is that
the enabling legislation does not explicitly authorize
municipalities to impose impact fees, but rather merely
implies this power.

Thus, the

first-~and

only--impact fee

ordinance in Rhode Island was viewed as inappropriate by the
state supreme court.
South Kingstown has recently been the forerunner in
numerous innovative land use controls, policies and
preservation techniques.

It is not surprising,

therefore,

that its officials are currently utilizing impact fees to
recapture some of the funds lost due to federal and state
cutbacks, as well as the 5.5 percent cap on property tax
levies or tax rates.

The following chapter describes the

14

current demographic and economic conditions in South
Kingstown.

15

CHAPTER THREE
PROFILE OF SOUTH KINGSTOWN
This chapter is a comprehensive view of the Town of
South Kingstown.

Demographic and economic data are compiled

to deliver a complete image of the Town,

including

population, housing market, . financial status and other
characteristics.
The Town of South Kingstown, along with North
Kingstown and Narragansett was originally a part of King's
Town, purchased from the Narragansett Indians in 1674.

The

Town was incorporated as a separate municipality in 1723.
Farming was the main occupation of the early
colonists.
founded.

But by the 1800's several textile mills had been
The textile manufacturing sector, however,

declined in the Town soon after World War II.
Today, South Kingstown supports a substantial
commercial and service trade,

localized in one central area.

This concentration of commercial activity has allowed
residential development to expand along the fringe of the
retail area.

Most residential growth has occurred in the

Wakefield-Peace Dale area.

In addition, former beach

colonies along the waterfront--primarily Matunuck and Green

16

Hill--gradually have become year-round communities.
Located in Washington County, South Kingstown is the
largest town in area in Rhode Island.

In its entirety the

town is 62.3 square miles, of which 56.8 square miles is
land area and 5.5 square miles is inland water.
percent of the land is cleared,

Roughly 33

with 13.4 percent urban and

18.4 percent devoted to agriculture.

The town is in the

southeastern portion of the state and has a large percentage
of shoreline (although the town at this point does not own
any part of it).
South Kingstown is located thirty miles from the
state's capital city, Providence.

It has developed into a

major summer resort and recreational area.

Its beaches and

numerous fresh water fishing facilities attract a large
vacationing and seasonal population.

The town has

experienced significant growth in both its summer tourist
facilities and its year-round residential construction.
The 1980 Census showed the town's population at
20,414,

a 20.7 percent increase over the 1970 Census

population of 16,913 (which was 41.5 percent greater than
the 1960 figure of 11 ,942).
1980 population was white.

More than 94 percent of the
Table 2 details South

Kingstown's racial breakdown for 1980.
The median age in South Kingstown was 24.3 years,
whereas the Rhode Island median age was 31.7, a difference
of more than 7 years.

This data is probably skewed,
17

TABLE 2
RACIAL BREAKDOWN OF POPULATION,
SOUTH KINGSTOWN, 1980
Total
Population
#
%

20,414
100
SOURCE:

White
19,259
94

Black

American
Indian

Note:

Other

Spanish
Origin

1 36
•6

1 67
.8

329

398

262

2

2

1

Census of Population, U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1980.

_.
(X)

Asian

Percentage may be off due to rounding.

however, since the student population at the University of
Rhode Island (URI) is included in the Census questionnaire
population.

However, overall the town's median age in 1980

was more than 23 percent younger than the state average.
In South Kingstown the median family income in 1979
was $21,302, an increase of more than 111 percent over the
1969 average of $10,052.

Furthermore, the 1979 figure was

10 percent greater than the state's median family income
that year.

Table 3 describes the Census income categories

and the number and percentage of families in South Kingstown
that fall within each category.

The income group which

contained the most significant number of families was
$17,500 to $24,900.

Nearly 24 percent of South Kingstown's

families appeared here.

The following category--$25,000 to

$34,900--contained 21.6 percent of the families in town.
Finally,

17.8 percent of the families fell in the highest

income group:

$35,000 and above.

Although the town appears

wealthy, particularly when compared with the state as a
whole, it does contain a wide range of income levels.
Yet the variation in income levels appears
insignificant when reviewing solely the median rent and
median house value in South Kingstown.

The Town's median

monthly rent is $198, as opposed to the $158 median rent for
the state.

Furthermore, the median sales price for a home

in South Kingstown is $53,900,
state average of $46,800.
19

15 percent greater than the

TABLE 3
INCOME GROUPS
SOUTH KINGSTOWN, 1980

Total # families
< $7,500

7,500
12,500
17,500
25,000

-

%

4, 31 9

100.0

369
560
653
1 , 034
934
769

12,499
17,499
24,999
34,999
35,000 +

SOURCE:
1 980.

#

8.5
1 3. 0
1 5. 2

23.9
21 . 6
1 7. 8

Census of Population, U.S. Bureau of the Census,
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The number of housing units in South Kingstown in
1980 was 25 percent greater than that in 1970.
there were 8,138 units versus 6,020 in 1970.

In 1980
Furthermore,

the state experienced only a 17 percent increase in housing
units from 1970 to 1980.

The owner-occupancy rate in the

town in 1980 was 70.5 percent,

significantly higher than the

state's figure of 58.8 percent.
In 1983 residential property in South Kingstown
contributed 66.84 percent of total property tax on tangible
property.
percent.

Comparatively,

the state average was 63.5

The ta x levied in the town in 1983 amounted to

$12,186,064.
Subdivision activity in South Kingstown has
increased dramatically.

Further, construction of new single

family homes is among the highest in the state.

South

Kingstown has been experiencing significant increases in
development, as evidenced by · the number of building permits
issued, as well as residential property sales.
1983, sales increased by roughly 79 percent.
sales had increased another 16 percent.

From 1982 to
By 1984 these

They appear to have

levelled off in 1985, but the trend of increasing sales is
expected to continue as interest rates stabilize,

large lots

continue to be subdivided into smaller residential lots for
single family homes, and seasonal residential areas become
year-round.
Over the past five years South Kingstown has
21

experienced a great increase in the number of residential
building permits issued.

By October 1985, the town has

issued 136 permits for single family units, a 43 percent
increase of the 95 permits issued in 1980.

Figure 2 shows

the actual number of building permits issued from 1970 to
1985.

From 1980 to 1985, the town averaged 128.4 single

family dwelling units built each year.

According to the

1980 Census, South Kingstown had 5,843 occupied dwelling
units,

with 2.74 persons _per household.

Thus as an annual

average, South Kingstown has an inmigration rate of 352
persons.

To estimate the number of students generated by

residential growth,

the total school enrollment (2,871 in

1985) is divided by the total number of occupied dwelling
units (5,843 in 1980), plus the annual average multiplied by
five years,

for the 1985 estimate of occupied units.

This

proportion yields an estimate of .44 students per dwelling
unit.

Multiplied by the annual average of single family

units built (128.4),

this per dwelling unit estimate

suggests that 56.5 students will be added to the school
system each year.

The calculations are listed below:

128.4 x 2.74

=

352 persons migrate into the town/
year

2,871
6,485 = .44 students/unit
128.4 x .44 = 56.5 students added/year due to
residential growth

22

FIGURE 2
SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL
BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED,
SOUTH KINGSTOWN, 1970-85

250
200
150
100
50

70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85

SOURCE:

South Kingstown Building Permits Records.
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The Town of South Kingstown School Department
consists of nine schools:

six elementary schools (k-6), one

separate kindergarten, one junior high school (7 and 8), and
one senior high school (9-12).

The town is divided into

school districts allocating where the children shall attend
elementary school.

Recently, however, a number of the

elementary schools have been forced to bus their children to
other schools due to a shortage of classroom space.
As South Kingstown attracts new residents the strain
on its infrastructure intensifies.

Specifically, the

population which appears prevalent among new residents is
young families with elementary school-age children.
Simultaneously, the increased population of children aged 5
through 10, or kindergarten through fifth grade, has been
significant in the last year.

Population peaks of

school-age children are typical.

And recently the bulge

appears at the elementary level.

There exists a strong

correlation between residential development and school
enrollment.

Figure 3 shows that the patterns of both

permits issued and school population over the last five
years are unmistakably similar. 1 7
The enrollment trends in South Kingstown, although
not major, do affect the demand on existing school
facilities.
students.

Since 1975 total enrollent has decreased by 285
Yet enrollment began to increase by 1982, and in

1985 the school system experienced another increase, this
24

FIGURE 3
CORRELATION BETWEEN SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
AND RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT,
SOUTH KINGSTOWN, 1980-1985
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YEAR
SOURCE: Preliminary Comprehensive Plan, Wilbur Smith
Associates, 1985.
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one being over 100 students.

Table 4 displays the total

annual enrollment patterns.

Furthermore, the table shows

significant variations in enrollment from year to year.
example,

For

in 1975 the largest number of students was

attending the junior high school.

By the early 1980's this

peak had shifted to the senior high school.

And in 1985

enrollment figures show a significant enrollment increase at
the elementary level.
These population variations in the public school
system are significant because they indicate future facility
needs.

The present student increase at the elementary level

indicates a greater demand at the secondary level in the
near future.

Thus, the slowed increases in enrollment in

the junior and senior high schools in 1985--and the
projected decreases through 1990--are deceiving;

by the

1991-92 school year both secondary schools will have
experienced significant

enrollm~nt

increases.

high school is designed for capital expansion.

Currently the
Added

enrollment will only intensify the need for expansion.
Table 5 lists the projections for school enrollment in South
Kingstown calculated by the Rhode Island Department of
Education (RIDOE).

By 1994-95, a projected 139 students at

the junior high level and 70 at the senior high level will
be added to the public school enrollment.
When calculating future enrollment figures it is
essential that existing facility capacity be considered in
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TABLE 4
TOTAL ENROLLMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS,
SOUTH KINGSTOWN, 1975-1985

l\J

-...J

K
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
Ungraded
TOTALS
SOURCE:
Note:

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

1 981

1982

1 983

1984

1985

226
215
226
206
21 6
1 92
278
252
271
262
225
206
266
54

197
207
212
205
200
207
211
269
261
263
217
212
197
51

193
209
1 91
215
201
1 87
207
219
164
278
262
1 72
1 93
49

204
1 90
201
1 80
21 2
212
188
215
221
281
228
223
174
80

203
1 93
182
1 86
188
230
213
1 92
21 9
250
231
211
21 5
68

206
1 87
1 71
1 95
179
1 91
229
218
202
232
226
211
204
79

1 94
204
166
1 70
195
1 89
211
246
222
218
206
208
206
90

208
203
187
1 53
180
1 95
1 94
230
254
231
195
200
21 8
91

228
212
1 91
1 87
1 56
1 84
194
209
234
262
222
1 85
200
74

21 5
234
1 97
1 87
175
166
187
202
211
245
238
1 97
1 81
1 03

225
230
231
1 91
1 85
1 83
1 61
203
21 9
222
240
209
21 0
162

3095

2909

2840

2809

2781

2730

2725

2739

2738

2738

2871

South Kingstown School Department.
Includes pre-kindergarten, pre-one,

special education and tuition students.

TABLE 5
ENROLLMENT PROJECTIONS THROUGH 1994-95,
SOUTH KINGSTOWN

1985/86
1986/87
1987/88
1988/89
1989/90
1990/91
1991/92
1992/93
1993/94
1994/95
SOURCE:

K-6

7-8

9-12

Total

1462
1 549
1 61 2
1654
1699
1734
1760
1 758
1758
1767

404
382
378
406
423
448
485
528
556
543

854
833
789
7 41
731
740
753
805
856
924

2720
2764
2779
2801
2853
2922
2998
3091
3170
4234

Rhode Island Department of Education.
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order to assess the potential impact on the present school
facilities.

According to contract agreement, the maximum

capacity of children per classroom is 25 in a "split" grade
and 27 in a straight grade.

These figures, when multiplied

by the number of classrooms in each school, render the
student capacity of each building.

Table 6 shows actual

capacity and enrollment of each elementary school in the
South Kingstown school system.
Apparently two elementary schools in South Kingstown
reached capacity as of the 1984-85 school year:
and Hazard Schools.

Matunuck

A direct correlation exists between the

enrollment concentration and the large increases in building
(Please refer to Figure 3 for the specific

starts.

relationship that exists).

Examination of building permit

records for 1984 and 1985 indicates that nearly 30 percent
of all permits issued were in the Matunuck Elementary School
district,

while approximately 12 percent of the total number

of permits were issued in the area of Hazard Elementary
School. 18
As the number of school-age children increases
steadily in South Kingstown the school system experiences a
need for additional classrooms.

And while capital outlay

has not represented a significant percentage of the school
budget thus far,

it appears more and more significant when

one projects into the future.
near or at capacity now.

The existing facilities are

With the impending increases in
29

TABLE 6
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS
IN SOUTH KINGSTOWN, BY SCHOOLS
School

Actual Capacityb

Building

w
0

#Rms.

#Stud.

Hazard
Matunuck
Peacedale
South Road
Wakefield
West Kingston
Stepping Stones

10
9
11
15
14
9
2

200
220
200
363
338
220
1 00

12.9%
14.3%
12.9%
23.6%
21 . 9%
14.0%

1 80
281
240
303
276
1 95

TOTALS

7oa

1541

99.9%

1475

SOURCE:
Notes:

%age

Resident Studentsc
#Stud.

%age
12.2%
1 9. 1 %
16.3%
20.5%
18.7%
13.2%
100.0%

Actual Enrollmentd
#Stud.

%age

1 51
225
267
307
291
219

10.3%
15.4%
18.3%
21 . 0%
9.9%
1 5. 0%

1460

99.9%

South Kingstown Elementary Enrollment Task Force.
(a) Minus 13 Rooms for Special programs = 57 regular classrooms.
(b) Plotkin Report, · Summer 1985.
(c) Superintendent's Office, Fall 1985 (September).
Does not include
special education students.
(d) Superintendent's Offide, Fall 1985 (November).

school enrollment in the future, the current pressures on
the school system will only intensify.

Please refer to

Table 6 for the actual capacities of each elementary school
in the town.
The dollars allocated to capital outlay in the
schools have fluctuated from the 1979-80 school year to the
present.

Overall, however,

relatively stable.

the capital expenditure appears

As demonstrated in Table 7,

the capital

outlay figure increased 41 percent from the 1981-82 to the
1982-83 school years.

However,

that figure decreased 90

percent by the 1983-84 school year.

While the allocated

capital funds seem to balance overall, such funds have not
increased proportionally to the total school budget.

The

proposed 1985-86 budget shows that while the overall budget
increased 76 percent over that in 1979-80, capital
expenditure increased only 46 percent.

Furthermore, capital

outlay currently constitutes only 1.5 percent of the school
department budget.
These data illustrate two significant issues;
firstly,

relatively small amounts of money have been

allocated to capital improvements to the school system,
whether this is due to a lack of need or a lack of funds is
unknown.

Secondly,

the need for increased capital outlay

funding becomes increasingly apparent as present facilities
can no longer support the community's needs for such.

Thus,

the historical percentage of allocated funds for capital
31

TABLE 7
CAPITAL OUTLAY FOR THE SOUTH KINGSTOWN
SCHOOL SYSTEM, 1979/80 TO 1985/86
Total
School
Budget

Capital
Outlay
1979/80
1980/81
1981/82
1982/83
1983/84
1984/85
1985/86*

127,669
67,389
139,121
195,451
169,869
169,622
182,909

%

Total
Budget

6,849,351
7,865,209
8,645,272
9,552,950
10,250,662
11 , 000, 1 58
11,824,616

Preliminary Comprehensive Plan, Wilbur Smith
SOURCE:
Associates, 1985.

* Proposed

budget.
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1.9
.8
1. 6
2.0
1. 7
1. 5
1. 5

improvement would be grossly insufficient if applied today.
Other factors exist in addition to the increasing
enrollment patterns and building starts regarding the future
of the school system in South Kingstown.

Of primary

importance is the Town's ability to tax personal property.
Of all revenue allocated to public schools in 1984, property
tax revenue constituted 70 percent.

Statewide,

property tax

revenue only equalled 60 percent of the total public school
expenditure figure. 19

Thus,

South Kingstown depends more

heavily on revenue from property taxes than the state as a
whole.
The passage of the Omnibus Bill affects the Town
dramatically.

By limiting the local tax levy, the

legislature has decreased actual funds necessary to maintain
South Kingstown's current school system, not to mention the
essential capital improvements and additions.
restricts communities' abilities to tax,

The bill

restricting either

the tax levy or the rate.
In a growing community like South Kingstown, this
restriction potentially forces the local government to
decrease the tax rate in order to restrict the revenue made
from property tax to a 5.5 percent increase over the
previous year.

This situation could arise if a significant

number of new property owners migrate into the community,
which appears very likely.

Unfortunately the costs to the

Town as a result of new development do not decrease with the
33

tax rate.

Providing basic services and facilities remains

as intense as the year before,

if not more.

The effect of the Omnibus Bill is most dramatic in
communities such as South Kingstown, where its wealth
threatens its potential to receive state aid,
any loss of traditional funding sources.

regardless of

The Town does not

qualify for additional financial aid due to its wealth and
will continue to receive the minimum school aid funding it
receives presently,

constituting 27 percent of actual

school-related costs.

Ultimately,

federal aid cutbacks

threaten the financial stability of the South Kingstown
school department.

Federal grants for the Town's schools

accounted for only 1 percent of all school funding in
1984. 20
schools.

Yet 80 percent of the general budget goes to the
Therefore,

federal cutbacks to other local and

state agencies affect the school budget directly.

The

provision of education is the most costly of all public
services and facilities, and in South Kingstown 64 percent
of total expenditure is school-related.
In 1979, although total enrollment had decreased,
the per pupil cost for the Town dramatically increased.
Figure 4 shows the relationship between school enrollment
and per pupil expenditures.

By the 1985-86 school year the

pattern of local per pupil expenditure could surpass total
enrollment patterns, and continue to increase similarly to
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FI GURE 4
CO MPARISON OF SCHOOL ENROL LMENT
AND PER PUPIL CONTRIBUTI UN,
SOUTH KINGSTOWN, 1975-1985
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SOURCE: Preliminary Comprehensive Plan, Wilbur Smith
Associates, 1985.
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the total per pupil expenditure.
As traditional sources of revenue dwindle, the Town
of South Kingstown must find ways of generating more revenue
locally.

The recent federal policies deny financial

responsibility for many locally-provided facilities and
services,

including schools.

With federal cutbacks to both

state and local agencies and projects, South Kingstown is
forced to rely much more heavily on its local revenue
sources,

primarily its property tax.

Yet the 5.5 percent

cap on the local tax levy makes this task impossible.

And

as these traditional funds become unreliable, South
Kingstown faces definite overcrowding in its school system
due. to the dramatic population increases over the last five
years.

The question then arises as to the possibility of

imposing impact fees for the expansion of the school system
on new residential development.

The next chapter reviews

this question within a legal context.
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CHAPTER FOUR
THE LEGAL ISSUES REGARDING
IMPACT FEES
This chapter reviews a number of issues in order to
evaluate the legality and validity of imposing impact fees
on new development.

Further, the content of an impact fee

ordinance is investigated so as to determine what is
necessary for the ordinance to be upheld in court.
Impact fees evolved primarily as a means for local
governments to cope with the costs attributed to new
development.

More specifically, those costs represent the

impacts development has on existing municipal facilities and
services.

Impact fees are innovative in that they typically

fund infrastructural needs of new development,

funding not

typical of traditional development requirements or fees.
These take subdivision and permit exactions a step further
by specifying both the purpose of the charge and the use of
the resulting revenue.
Currently there exist a number of communities
utilizing impact fees as a means of raising more revenue.
number of variables have contributed to the current
implementation of such fees.

The dominant factor rests in
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A

the prevalent public belief that newcomers should pay the
costs associated with growth, thereby alleviating some of
the fiscal stress placed on local government.

Community

residents as well as local government officials perceive an
imbalance between benefits accrued to development from the
community, and the benefits to that community gained from
new development.

Particularly in the case of residential

development, localities are forced to supply costly public
facilities and services while receiving little in return.
Residential growth provides only property taxes to the local
government while requiring the provision of schools, water,
sewer facilities, and other basic infrastructure.
In addition to the demands placed on a community's
infrastructure by new development, the Rhode Island
legislature recently passed the Omnibus Bill of 1985.

This

new legislation restricts the tax levy allowed at the local
level to 5. 5 percent.

This aggravates the problem of

providing for new development by severely limiting municipal
government's options for raising revenue.

Thus,

impact fees

appear as one of the most likely means of raising revenue
available to local governments.
Recent federal policies have created a situation in
which federal contributions to local facilities have
decreased significantly.

State agencies have had to

decrease their allocations to localities also due to federal
cutbacks at that level.

Furthermore,
38

future federal and

state subsidization appear very unreliable.

Thus,

local

governments cannot depend on the outside financial aid
typical in the past and must determine alternative means of
raising revenue in order to maintain and expand public
facilities.
Theoretically,

impact fees supply communities with

the means for imposing some of the cost of new development
on the new development itself. 21

Practically, however,

impact fees meet opposition from various sources and their
imposition must be defended and justified.

The legality of

imposing fees on new development involves investigation from
various aspects;

these include a municipality's authority to

impose development fees,

the validity of the specific

ordinance authorizing the use of impact fees,
of the imposition of fees,
fee is

the "fairness"

and the context within which the

applied~

A municipal government's power to impose impact fees
on new development stems from two sources:

state enabling

legislation ("the municipality may protect the public
interest through the exercise of the police power, which it
acquires as a subdivision of the state"), 22 and in some
areas,

local subdivision control legislation ("indeed it

would seem inconsistent if a home-rule government were to
enjoy less power than a non-home-rule government in the same
state"). 23
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In Rhode Island municipalities are granted some
authority to control and regulate land use through enabling
acts in the general laws.

The zoning and subdivision

enabling legislations authorize local governments to control
growth.

These acts grant the localities "police power" over

the use of land there.

Section 45-22-7 of the Rhode Island

General Laws (RIGL) provides that local planning boards are
empowered to plan for the needs and resources of the
community, including schools.
South Kingstown's subdivision regulations require
that the Planning Board provide, among other things,
adequate education facilities for all subdivisions.

Thus

even on the local level the Town of South Kingstown is
required to plan and act toward providing adequate public
facilities, including schools, for town residents.
While the Town has a great deal of authority to
control growth through land use enabling legislation and
regulations, its authority to tax or exact fees is extremely
limited.

State authority to raise revenue in any way is

specific.

It outlines specifically what types of exactions

are permitted and for what purpose they may be imposed in a
city or town.
Ultimately South Kingstown's authority to charge an
educational impact fee is implicit, not explicit.

Such

authority is implied in all land use regulations on both the
state and local levels.

Explicit authorization would exist
40

only in a state law which specified the institution of an
impact fee for the purpose of raising revenue toward the
expansion of the public school system.

An e xample of such

an act appears in RIGL Chapter 14 entitled "Sewer Charges
and User Charges."

Hence,

such authority to raise revenue

must be explicit and specific to assure the authority to
impose fees.
Typically, only those provisions explicitly approved
by state legislation may be included in local ordinances. 24
But as seen in Call ~ City of ~est Jordan, 25 the absence of
an applicable enabling act does not preclude the requirement
of e x actions by the municipality when and if the court can
impiy this power from existing enabling legislation.
However, although various local governments have relied upon
this implied authority to impose impact fees,

the danger

exists . that the courts will not find any authority .for such
an imposition.

Hence, a specific piece of legislation

empowers a municipality explicitly, without implications.
As cited earlier, the predominant perception of new
development--particularly residential--is that current
residents should not have to bear the burden of costs
specifically related to growth.

Rather,

such costs should

revert back to the development, which ultimately shifts onto
new residents.

Courts have determined, however, that fees

related to growth "must not exceed the . . . amount
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reasonably necessary to finance the system expansion. 1126

In

a Michigan case the state supreme court found that the
revenue raised from an increase in building permit fees was
grossly disproportionate to the relative costs of project
approval and permit issuance,

such as administrative. 27

Similarly, a New Jersey case involved a contractor
whose fees were increased from an average of $18 to $262.
He brought suit and the court agreed that while building
fees for the municipality had increased dramatically,

the

actual cost of regulating new construction had increased
very little,

if at all. 28

Thus, while development costs are

def rayed by imposing them back onto new development, they
mus~

be applied reasonably and proportionate to the public

facilities and services required by each (residential)
development.
Ultimately,

impact fees are an effective means of

controlling growth in a community.
two ways:

They are instrumental in

First, they raise revenue to offset municipal

costs related to new development.

Second, impact fees raise

the actual cost of construction in a community, potentially
to the point at which the growth rate slows due to expenses.
When investigating what has been deemed acceptable
impact fees by the courts the primary issue to address is
legality of the concept of impact fees.

Past ordinances

that have survived the tests of validity in court have
established basic guidelines for impact fee ordinance design
42

and implementation.

Courts typically first establish

whether or not a municipality has statutory authority
(authority at the state level through the general laws) to
impose impact fees on development.

Again, the language in

the statute typically must be so specific as to authorize
local governments to impose exactions on new development.
Yet local ordinances have been upheld--especially in
California--when state legislation merely authorizes a
municipality to regulate growth.

Irregardless, once some

authorization has been established,

the court can then

analyze the validity of the fee by applying some test.
The Florida case of Contractors and Builders Assoc.
of Pinellas County ~ City of Dunedin stands as a landmark
situation in which the city ordinance for impact fees was .
upheld. 29

While the state supreme court found portions of

the ordinance inadequate,

it established what is commonly

known as the "Dunedin Rule."

This rule set the guidelines

for local governments with intentions of drafting impact fee
ordinances that will withstand the scrutiny of the legal
system.

The rule consists of the following:

1. New development must be the direct cause for the
expansion of public facilities;
2. The user fees imposed cannot exceed the amount that
the local government would incur in accommodating the
new users, itself;
3. The fees must be expressly earmarked and then spent
on the facilities for which they were charged.
The Florida Supreme Court set forth in DUNEDIN the
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criteria to be applied when evaluating impact fee ordinances
in that state.
subsequent,

The case was used as precedent for all

relative Florida cases.

Hollywood Inc.

~

Broward County,

For example,

in

the court relied heavily

upon DUNEDIN and found for the validity of that ordinance. 30
Thus Broward County's ordinance passed the court's test
solely on the basis of the criteria established in DUNEDIN.
Another set of criteria used to determine an impact
fee's validity bases the decision on the municipality's
regulatory authority.

Hence, when an ordinance is

challenged, the court determines its validity by finding:
whether the municipality has the authority to act under
state law, whether the municipality has properly applied
this authority through the use of the ordinance, and whether
the exaction or fee is constitutionally valid as a
reasonable police power regulation. 31

In this instance the

court essentially finds the validity of an ordinance on its
face,

as opposed to the previous test which emphasized the

issue of an ordinance as applied.

Three different tests

exist to determine the constitutionality of an ordinance for
impact fees:
I.

The Strict Need Test

With this type of test the court attempts to
determine whether or not a particular development has
justified the fees as necessary due to the influx of new
residents.

In other words,

this is a test of "direct
44

effect."

In Lampton v. Pinaire,

the court found that an

exaction is valid if it is "based on reasonably anticipated
burdens (to be) caused by the development. 1132
II.

The Specifically and Uniquely Attributable Test

This test is more restrictive than the preceeding
one in its requiring that any and all benefits resulting
from the fees paid by development accrue to that
development.

Hence,

not only must the need for improvements

result from new development, but the benefits of the newly
acquired fees must return to the development from which the
fees derived.

This "special benefit" assessment was applied

in the Pioneer Trust case. 33

The ordinance was deemed

invalid because the community was unable to prove that the
need for expanding the school facilities arose specifically
from the proposed development.

In that instance, the

ordinance as applied, not on its face, was invalidated.
III.

The Rational Nexus Test

This test seeks a rational connection between the
new development and the desired fee.

Essentially this test

differs from the previous one in that is shifts the burden
of proof onto the developer;

since the degree of evidence

required to validate the exercise of police power decreases,
the presumption of validity increases.

One of the first

cases to involve the application of the rational nexus test
was Jordan v. Village of Menomonee Falls.3 4
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While some

courts have termed it the "reasonable relationship test, 11 3 5
a rational connection between the development and the
detrimental effect must be established, even if the
connection is indirect.
The reasonableness of the fee imposed by a local
government has played a part in the aforementioned tests of
ordinance validity.

Basically a reasonable fee is one which

requires development to pay only for its equitable portion
of capital costs in relation to the benefits it would
receive.

Local governments should try,

therefore,

to design

a fee schedule which equalizes the relative financial
burdens of all properties in the community.

Often, however,

the . court does not get as far as "equitable portion."
the case of Lafferty

~

Payson City,

deposited in the general fund. 36

In

the fees collected were

The court in that case

concluded that the fee being charged was illegal because it
was not restricted to improving any specific facility
affected by the development which made the payment.
The courts essentially delineate the legality of an
impact fee and of an ordinance by identifying acceptable
characteristics and by creating tests of validity.
Similarly, the courts have invalidated fees and ordinances
based on various elements in either the context of the
situation or the content of the ordinance.
form four categories:

The elements

lack of statutory authority,

discrimination against new residents, the fee being applied
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as a tax, and specific attribution of burden.
A number of cases in different states have shown
that the courts look unkindly on fees imposed without proper
legislative authorization.

For example,

in an Arizona case

the court found that "the power of taxation is to be
exercised by the State Legislature and not by municipalities,
unless the power is conferred SPECIFICALLY by the charter or
delegated by statute. 1137

While this 1973 decision suggests

that the courts require specific statutory authorization of
local imposition of fees, a Michigan court in 1959 stated
that the local government is responsible for sustaining new
development with monies from its general fund,

not "on . a

basis under the guise of regulating such matters as plumbing
and wiring in the new houses. 1138

Ultimately the court held

that a regulation designed to raise revenue was invalid
under a locality's regulatory powers.
The level of statutory specificity necessary to
validate an ordinance varies from region to region,
state to state.

from

State enabling acts imply that municipal

governments may impose fees and taxes under land use
regulatory law.

Yet unless specifically authorized,

the

exaction of impact fees is not explicitly allowed at the
state or local level.
Throughout the various cases involving impact fees,
of the recurrent concerns of the courts was the fairness or
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equity of the fees in regard to new residents.

The Utah

Supreme Court requires uniformity among the classes whenever
a tax or fee was imposed.

This uniformity requirement was

violated in ~eber Basin Home Builders Assoc. ~ Roy City. 39
In its judgement the court stated that the impact fee in
question placed a "disproportionate and unfair burden on the
class of new households."

Similarly,

in a Florida case,

the

court found that an impact tax for the expansion of the
public park system "subjected new residents to double
taxation due to the property tax also assessed. 1140
Essentially, impact fees can control residential
growth by raising the cost of new development to the point
at which growth is slowed, or less-desirable development
(for example low-income housing) is excluded. 41
Furthermore, whether or not new development is paying for
infrastructural improvements which accrue to the entire
community emerges as a major concern when the courts examine
the equity of an impact fee.
The question as to the nature of the charge--in
other words, is it a tax or a f ee--is related to the above
concern with equity.

"A tax is an involuntary charge for

the purpose of raising revenue where the payor receives no
specific good or service in the exchange for payment. 1142
Thus in the case between Broward County and Janis
Development Co., 43 the court struck down the "land use fee"
calculated per dwelling unit.

The fee was an "unauthorized
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tax" since its purpose was to raise revenue.

The projected

revenue far exceeded the regulatory costs for the community
and was therefore invalidated.

The court stated that "the

amount of the fee is not equitable with land allocation
. The fee here is simply an exaction of money to be put
in trust."

Ultimately, while only new residents would

suffer the charge, the entire community would benefit from
the improvements made with the revenue.
The Pioneer Trust case displayed the court's
requirement for definitive responsibility for burden or
cause for expanded public facilities.

The PIONEER court

stated that the burden had not been proven to directly
result from the new development.

Thus, the requirement

emerged of "specific attribution of need";

need must be

specifically and uniquely attributable to the project in
question.
In PIONEER, the municipality did not prove that the
expansion of the school facility was solely caused by the
developer's project.

Rather,

the developer showed that the

system was near capacity without the projected school
enrollment increase from his project.

Thus the need for

expansion existed before his development ever was

proposed~

Although it was within the power of the local government to
require land donation (in lieu of a fee),

the need for

school expansion could not be specifically attributed to
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that proposed residential development.
As traditional revenue sources dwindle, local
government officials are faced with .major deficits and
problems dealing with facility improvement needs.

Many

state legislatures are instituting caps on property tax
levies;

state aid often is based on a locality's "need"; and

federal funding is unpredictable at best.

The impact fee is

an effective device to impose the cost of new development on
the development itself. 44
Politicians generally find impact fees an attractive
means for raising revenue since the constituents oppose
policies for increased property taxes, as well as the
over?ll perception toward the strains new development and
residents place on public infrastructure.

It is socially

desirable to shift the cost of new development onto the
responsible parties, particularly when the need for facility
expansion arises from those developments and the benefits
accrue to them.
South Kingstown recently imposed its first impact
fee,

as described in the next chapter.

Rhode Island

enabling legislation, however, does not explicitly authorize
such a fee; i t simply allows for the control of growth and
the general police power of a municipal government regarding
land use.

In this case the developer agreed to pay the

educational impact fee to aid the Town in accommodating the
new residents.
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The officials in South Kingstown currently are
seeking to get a piece of legislation passed by the State
Legislature.

This bill (86-H8328) outlines the duties of

the local planning board.

Included in these duties is to

study the provision of public facilities in the Town,
including schools.

Of key importance, however, is the

granted authority to and requirement of the board to advise
the town council in regard to the impact of proposed
subdivisions "in order to ensure adequate public
facilities," including schools.

Stipulated within the act

is the requirement that all dedications, fees and
regulations "be reasonably related to the subdivision or
other development under consideration," and be "based upon
the projected costs of comparable projects."

Finally,

any

of the funds and land dedications must be used to "mitigate
the impact upon the physical, economic and social growth and
development of the municipality reasonably attributable to
the proj ec t."
As evidenced in the aforementioned requirements,

the

Town of South Kingstown ref erred to other legislation as
models for this act.

The act requires both "uniquely

attributable" impacts and benefits and the "rational nexus"
between new development and the imposed fee,

as seen in

Pioneer Trust and Jordan v. Menomonee Falls,

respectively.

Furthermore, the Dunedin requirement appears in South
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Kingstown's proposed act by the direct use of funds for the
mitigation of a specific impact new development has on a
specific public facility or service.
South Kingstown has been a forerunner in its
innovative local regulations as well as its planning
practices.

Its desire to capture funds lost through the

dissolution of traditional revenue sources stands as another
innovative attempt on the part of the Town to control growth
and properly provide the necessary public facilities.
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CHAPTER FIVE
CASE STUDY
This chapter describes the characteristics,
positive and negative,

both

of the Sweet Allen Farm residential

development in South Kingstown.

The impacts of the

development on the Town are discerned along with the fees
assessed to the development.

Finally, an evaluation of the

effect of the fee on the development and an assessment of
the "success" of the fee for the Town are included.
Sweet Allen Farm includes a large tract of land
located in the Town of South Kingstown.

Specifically, it is

located between Curtis Corner Road, South Road and Allen
Avenue in Wakefield.
In November of 1985 Twombly Developments Limited
presented a proposal to the South Kingstown Planning Board.
The proposal consisted of a residential cluster subdivision,
a drastic alteration of the conventional subdivision
initially proposed for the property in 1980.

According to

data revealed in the Twombly report, the more innovative
cluster development design is more favorable to both the
developer and the Town than the classic subdivision "cookie
cutter" design.

It allows varying housing densities to be
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located within proximity to each other.
the preservation of open space by

The design promotes

'~lustering''

the units on

smaller lots permitted by South Kingstown's Residential
Cluster portion of the zoning ordinance, trading some of the
private open space for larger tracts of common open space.
Finally, this particular cluster development proposed
phased construction in an attempt to minimize at any given
phase a variety of impacts to the Town,
population,

including resident

school population and infrastructural

requirements.
Twombly proposes to develop 98 single family units
(sfu) on individual lots with a minimum size of 10,000
squ~re

feet (sf).

Ninety multi-family units (mfu) are

planned with each building of 6 units located on 40,000 sf
lots.

Finally, one duplex of two units will be constructed

on a lot of 20,000 sf.

By the end of the eight years

planned for development, a total of ·190 units on 114 lots
will be completed.
Phase I:

The phasing is as follows:
(1986-88)

Cumulative Units

SFU - 58
MFU - 48
Total - 106
Phase II:
SFU
MFU
DU
Total

106

(1989-90)
- 27
- 42
2
- 71

177
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Phase III:

Cumulative Units

(1991-93)

1 90

SFU - 13

This phasing plan has been proposed for a number of
reasons.

First and foremost, phasing eases the impacts of

the development on the Town's budget and infrastructure.
More specifically, the South Road Elementary School, which
currently is at capacity, will be affected less severely
with the phased development in the sense that the total
impact will not be felt all at once.

This phasing allows

the Town time to plan for the expansion.

Secondly, the

phasing is the main component of a very comprehensive eightyear plan which also includes roadway construction and open
spa~e

conservation.

Approximately thirty acres of open

space are planned for the perimeter buffer, according to
Twombly's report.

Twenty additional acres appear in several

internal open space areas.

Basically the phasing best

all6ws the Town to cope with ·the impacts of th~ Sweet Allen
Farm development and helps promote the preservation of South
Kingstown's quality of life.
Access to the development will be at three points:
South Road, Allen Avenue, and Curtis Corner Road.

The

internal street system for the development was planned to
achieve an equal distribution of traffic onto the existing
roads.

(Please refer to the attached site plan for further

description of the project).

Table 8 delineates the

proposed linear footage of road assessed with the
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development.
On April 14, 1986 the South Kingstown Planning Board
and Twombly Developments Limited fell into an agreement
which consisted of a variety of elements.

Twombly agreed to

pay $10,000 to mitigate some of the traffic impact created
by his development.

This $10,000 amount was estimated by

the Town's Public Works Director to cover costs associated
with improvements to Allen Avenue near the subdivision.
These improvements were noted as being partially
necessitated by the Sweet Allen Farm project.
The second element of the agreement between the
developer and the Town was an education impact fee
determined by the Town Planner and a private planning
consultant hired to establish an impact fee schedule for
school expansion necessitated by residential growth.

The

fee of $900 per unit was imposed based upon a construction
cost per student for a new school facility.

Using a middle

school being built elsewhere in the state as a model, the
planners derived the $900 figure as follows:

the school is

built to accommodate 750 students--equivalent to South
Kingstown grades 4, 5 and 6 population--with 135,000 square
feet.

Using a multiplier of $100 per square foot for

construction, the total cost of the school is projected at
$13,500,000.

The assumption is made that the life span of

the school is 20 years, thus accommodating a total of 15,000
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TABLE 8
LINEAR FEET OF STREETS IN PHASING,
SWEET ALLEN FARM

Phase
I

II
III

SOURCE:

Total
Number
Units

Linear
Feet of
Streets

Time Period
(Years)

1 06
71
13

4650
2200
1200

1986-88 (3)
1989-90 (2)
1991-93 (3)

1 90

8400

m

Twombly Developments Limited.
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students.
is $900.

Therefore, the cost of construction per student
The calculations are outlined below:

750 students/year = 135,000 sf
$100/sf for construction = $13,500,000
20 years = 15,000 students
$13.5 million= $900/student
15,000
This $900 figure is dramatically less than the $2400
figure derived from another formula considered.

The most

recent aspect of the agreement between the Town and Twombly
relates to the impact made by the project's sewer pump
station on the existing public sewer system.

The developer

has . agreed to pay the fees of a private consultant to
analyze and assess the impact of the development's sewer
pump station on the Town's sewer system, specifically, flow
projections and type of pump.

Overall, Twombly Developments

Limited has agreed to the basic assessments the Town of
South Kingstown has made regarding the Sweet Allen Farm
project's impacts on the Town.

Further, Twombly has

cooperated with the demands placed on him to mitigate a
portion of these impacts.

The developer is so cooperative

basically because he wants to develop his project.

The fees

required do not deter him from developing in South
Kingstown.
The impacts of the Sweet Allen Farm development fall
into three basic categories:

total population, school
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population and fiscal impact.

According to the study

performed by the Twombly group, the cluster development
proposal is expected to produce a population of 456 by the
end of the eight years planned for construction.

The study

used "commonly accepted housing unit population
multipliers 1145 and found that roughly 235 persons would be
added by the 87 sfu (using a multiplier of 2.7) and 221
persons added by the 92 mfu (with a multiplier of 2.4).
This total population figure for the cluster development is
85 people less than that of the 1980 original traditional
subdivision proposal.
Because of the lack of space in the existing school
system,

the projected increase in student enrollment is of

highest priority to town officials.

To project school

enrollment Twombly applies the following student
multipliers:

three bedroom single family homes produce

about 1.13 students, while two bedroom multi-family units
produce roughly .15 students.

The calculations show that a

total of 112 students will be added to South Kingstown's
school system from this development.

Using past trends

Twombly established that 78% of new students will be
elementary-school-age, while 22% will be secondary-schoolage.
Ultimately South Road School's population will
increase by 87 students from the Sweet Allen Farm project,
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while 25 students will be added to the junior and senior
high schools.

Table 9 delineates the phased school

enrollment increases according to grade levels.

It is

important to note, however, that these school population
increases will be occurring over time,

not all at once.

Therefore the phased cluster housing development will add
the aforementioned student population in phases.

As

previously stated, the phasing of the development helps the
Town deal with the fiscal and infrastructural pressures
created by this development.

Thus, while capital expansion

will be necessary, the phasing at least partially relaxes
the pressure of time.
The third category of impact made by this
residential development is a fiscal one,
municipal expenses and revenues.
South Kingstown's Planner,

comparing related

According to Anna Prager,

the provision of basic municipal

services costs the Town $315 ·per capita, excluding
education.

School costs equal $3197 per pupil.

Table 10

displays the net results of revenues minus expenses without
the impact fees previously mentioned.

As stated in the

Twombly report, the full negative fiscal impact on the Town
will not be realized unitl 1990 with the completion of the
project.

Twombly's calculations show that the development

would yield a positive impact to the Town for the first two
years.

Yet by the end of 1988 the Town will have incurred a

net impact of -$35,951 per year.
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The net impacts were

TABLE 9
ANNUAL ADDITIONS TO SCHOOL POPULATION,
SWEET ALLEN FARM
Year

Elementary

Secondary

1987
1 988
1989
1 990
1991
1992
1993

15
16
13
20
20

4
5
4
5
6

1
1

1

Total

87

SOURCE:

1

25

Twombly Developments Limited.
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Total
19

21
17

25
26
2
2

11 2

TABLE 10
NET FISCAL IMPACT:
1986-1994,
SWEET ALLEN FARM
Year

Result

1986
1 987
1988
1 989
1990
1 991
1 992
1 993
1994
SOURCE:

$

1 , 782
12, 1 24
35,951)
( 88,060)
(144,984)
(223,192)
(216,737)
(223,415)
(223,415)

Twombly Developments Limited.
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calculated as follows:
Year

Revenues

Ex12enses

1 986
1987
1988
1989
1 990
1 991
1 992
1993
1 994

1 '7 82
109,553
163,747
184,255
249,067
292,291
308,428
311,433
311,433

0
97,429
199,698
272,315
394,051
515,483
525,165
534,848
534,848

*<

.)

=

Net ImEact
1 '782
12,124 *
35,951)
( 88,060)
(144,984)
(223,192)
(216,737)
(223,415)
(223,415)

delineate negative impact, or cost, to the Town.
Twombly believes that the time lapse between the

project's approval and its completion should enable the Town
to establish means of countering the negative impact.
afo~ementioned

The

per unit impact fee is part of a solution to

the infrastructural problem in South Kingstown.

The $10,000

imposed on the developer surely will carry over to the cost
incurred by individual home/land buyers, and that figure
converts into $52.63 per unit imposed for road improvements.
Finally,

the consultant's fee of $1,000 for studying the

impacts of Twombly's sewer pump station on the municipal
sewer system will add roughty $5 to the per unit cost.
Overall, the additional housing cost resulting from fees
imposed by the Town amounts to nearly $958.
When analyzing the Sweet Allen Farm development
project the effect of these fees on the housing market must
be considered.

The figure of $958 estimated to be added to

housing/land costs seems insignificant.
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The median house

value in 1980, as cited earlier, was $54,900 in South
Kingstown.

The additional costs resulting from impact fees

imposed by the Town amount to roughly .17% of the median
cost of a home in 1980.
Kingstown,

With the 1983 revaluation in South

housing values increased significantly.

Therefore the $958 estimate amounts to an even smaller
percentage of the cost of a home in the Town.
the impact fee on the housing market,

then,

The effect of

is incidental.

The fees cannot constitute "elitist zoning" in this case, an
accusation commonly made regarding the general imposition of
impact fees.
The housing market has been characterized as tight
for South Kingstown.
fees,

The added thousand dollars of impact

however, will not affect the buying potential of a new

resident.

Finally,

if impact fees are not collected, the

Town will have to determine alternatives for raising
revenue,

in order to adjust to rapid growth.

Thus,

the cost

to the home buyer will be the same in the long run.
Since the fees' effect on the development itself are
minimal,

the next consideration is the benefit accrued to

the Town regarding the revenue raised from impact fees.

The

$10,000 are not included in this analysis because they
simply reimburse the Town for existing debts from road
improvements.

In fact, it has been questioned whether the

$10,000 paid by the developer will actually cover the total
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cost of road construction to the particular portion of
If the improvements cost more than $10,000,

Allen Avenue.

the developer will not be required to subsidize the
difference.

Rather the Town will be forced to fund the

outstanding amount.

For this analysis,

$900 per unit impact fee is included.

therefore, only the
Two scenarios have

been developed to discern the actual benefits to the Town
resulting from the development--more specifically, from the
newly acquired $900 per unit.
I.

Best Case
The most positive, and hence profitable, scenario

for South Kingstown describes a situation in which expansion
of South Road Elementary School becomes necessary after all
of the 190 residential units are built.

In this situation

the $900 impact fee collected from each unit yields a total
revenue figure of $171,000 not including the interest that
will accrue over the eight years.
Assuming the student population projections are
accurate,

the 112 students added to the system will

necessitate expansions of South Road School and possibly the
junior high school.

Construction costs, using the model

referred to earlier,

will equal roughly $13.5 million.

The

revenue-plus-interest raised from impact fees hardly affect
the expenses required to accommodate the new student
population.

And although impact fees are imposed solely to
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mitigate construction and other capital expenses, it is
important to realize that additional students require
additional operating costs as well.
student,

At a cost of $3197 per

the total public school operating cost resulting

from just the Sweet Allen Farm development amounts to
$358,064.
Operating costs typically are paid from the Town's
general fund.

Yet the net impacts previously outlined show

the negative fiscal effects of the development.
in the best case scenario,

Thus even

the Town of South Kingstown faces

overwhelming costs and debts specifically resulting from the
Sweet Allen Farm development.
II.

Worst Case
In the worst case scenario the Town of South

Kingstown is forced to expand its school facility after the
first residential unit has been constructed.

As a result,

only the first $900 will have been collected and no "school
expansion fund" will have been established yet.

If this

situation arose the Town would be forced to float a bond or
borrow money against future revenue generated by the Sweet
Allen Farm development in order to facilitate the additional
students.

Unfortunately immediate expansion of South Road

School necessitated by the student(s) added by one
residential unit in the project will not be cost effective
until much in the future,

when roughly 25 students are added
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to the school's enrollment list.
Ultimately the cost per pupil for the Town will be
substantially higher in the worst case scenario than
currently quoted.

Assuming the cost of a new classroom

would be roughly $60,000,

the 1.13 school-age children from

the first home will be costing the Town $53,097.

Yet the

Town will have received ·merely $900--leaving a· difference of
$52,197.
It has already been established that the cost per
pupil for the Town far exceeds the impact fee.
addition,

But in

the capital expenditures and improvements

necessitated by residential growth place substantial
pre~sures

on the Town's financial status.

A bond would be

necessary in any situation to fund school-related capital
improvements.

The impact fee revenue would be used to pay

back the loan.
each unit

make~

Obviously, however,
ne~rly

no dent in the ultimate expense

associated with school expansion.
fee so low?

the $900 assessed to

Why,

then,

is the impact

When interviewed the Town Planner revealed that

any fee imposed will have to be substantiated and justified
in the end.

She and the Town believed that the lower

assessment of $900 is more justifiable than the $2400 figure
which results from another calculation.
the Appendix supplement).

(Please refer to

And while acknowledging the

deficiency in the fee regarding the cost of capital
improvement, Ms. Prager stated that the revenue generated
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from the impact fees will help finance the improvements.
a word, the current impact fee schedule is a beginning.
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In

CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSIONS
As evidenced in the scenario described before, the
education impact fee imposed in South Kingstown falls short
of generating a significant amount of revenue for the Town.
Communities in other statesr however, have imposed impact
fees in the past, and will continue to do so.

The intention

behind imposing a development fee varies from community to
community.

There exist three basic reasons a local

government imposes an impact fee:

to increase general

revenue specifically allocated for capital expenditures, to
shift the cost of new development back onto new residents,
and to deter future, typically residential, growth.
I.

Increase General Revenue
for Capital Expansion
Communities often assess a fee on new development

for the purpose of increasing their general fund and
therefore increasing allocations to capital improvement.

In

these instances, the impact fee is posing as a substitute
for some other, additional tax.

As federal aid to local and

state governments decreases at an increasing rate,
municipalities are forced to rely more heavily on local
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revenue-raising means, in other words, property tax.

Yet in

Rhode Island, the Omnibus Recovery Act limits communities'
ability to tax property by placing a 5.5% cap on either the
tax levy or the rate.

Impact fees,

therefore, are an

effective means of capturing funds lost through the tax
limitation, and increasing the local general budget.
Yet imposing fees to replace federal and state aid
can prove to be unrealistic.

The South Kingstown example

shows the necessity to defend any tax or fee imposed.

Thus,

the Town assessed a nominal impact fee on the Twombly
residential project in order to avoid conflict and
resistance on the part of the developer.

To aggravate the

situation, the voluntary nature of the impact fee payment by
the Sweet Allen Farm project limits the Town's freedom in
charging the development.

Finally, after calculating rough

education-related costs to the Town generated from Sweet
Allen Farm,

the fee imposed appears grossly nonproductive

and ineffective.

The $900 assessed to each residential unit

creates an insignificant benefit to the Town.

II.

Shift New Development
Costs to New Residents
As described in an earlier portion of this thesis,

the public concept of making new development pay its own way
in a community is common.

As a community grows, its

infrastructure is forced to accommodate a larger
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population, and therefore must grow proportionally with the
population.

Impact fees can be viewed, therefore, as an

admission fee into the community or as a means of buying
into the existing (school) system.

Current town residents

have financially supported the infrastructure in the
community in the past and present.

An appropriate

proportion of the cost of maintaining and expanding local
facilities is assessed to new development in an attempt to
make newcomers share in the financing of capital
improvement.
Thus,

local residents are not forced to subsidize

the expense of expanding the system due to new development.
Rather new residents pay their own way in the community.
Again the South Kingstown example seems to fall short of
achieving this goal.

The fee imposed on each unit

insignificantly affects the ultimate cost to the Town for
providing adequate school facilities.

Therefore the

education impact fee does not "make development pay its way"
in this case.

It should be noted, however,

that the

developer intends to phase the development over a period of
eight years in an attempt to allow the Town to plan for the
impacts created by the Sweet Allen Farm development.

But

ultimately, the project will not be paying for its use of
education facilities in South Kingstown.
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III.

Deter Growth
A third reason for imposing impact fees relates to
When used

the impact of the fees on new development itself.

as a growth deterrent, an impact fee is viewed by potential
developers and residents as a financial burden.

Many times

neighboring cities and towns do not impose development fees,
and the community in question becomes even more unattractive
to potential newcomers.

Thus, the impact fee actually

deters development and slows growth in a community.
described in the previous chapter,

As

the effects of the

education impact fee on South Kingstown's housing market are
non-existent.

Because of the need to substantiate and

defend the fee, the added housing costs which result are
nominal and do not affect newcomers' ability to purchase a
home in South Kingstown or in the Sweet Allen Farm
development.

Hence,

the $900 impact fee imposed by South

Kingstown does not satisfy the goal of deterring residential
growth.
Because the South Kingstown scenario does not
achieve any of the aforementioned objectives related with
impact fees, a number of alternatives exist:
A.

Substantially increase the fee imposed.

B.

Transform the existing fee into a sales tax on
houses.

C.

Tax the developer on the full value of the
property.
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A.

Increase the
Fee
-The existing impact fee in South Kingstown is

intended to fund some of the school expansion necessitated
by residential growth.

Yet, as described earlier, the $900

assessment hardly alleviates the grave expense incurred by
the Town.

Therefore one alternative is to increase the fee

imposed on new development.

The City of Woonsocket recently

imposed an education impact fee on residential developments.
The fee was established based on the cost of relative
capital expenditures over the next 20 years and the
projected number of units over the same time

period~

The

resulting fee is $2,372 per unit, a substantial increase
ove~

South Kingstown's impact fee.

Thus the suggestion of

increasing the fee appears a valid one.

However,

the

existing voluntary system in South Kingstown does not allow
for such increases.
Specifically, within ' written legal agreements
between the Town and Twombly it is stated that the $900
estimate cannot be increased, but rather the developer will
be reimbursed should the Town decrease the fee.
generally,

More

the existing fee has been applied to one

development;

future developers may contest higher fee

schedules, basing their arguments on the Sweet Allen Farm
fee payment.

Thus the Town may encounter difficulty in the

future should it decide to increase its education impact
fee.

And since no legislation presently exists authorizing
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the imposition of impact fees,

the Town of South Kingstown

would have little defense for increasing its impact fee
schedule.

In order to successfully increase impact fees for

school expansion, South Kingstown must have explicit
authority to impose such fees through enabling legislation
passed at the state level.
B.

Tax Houses as Tangible Property
The Town of South Kingstown taxes real and tangible

(or personal) property separately and differently.

Tangible

property includes cars and trailers in the case of South
Kingstown.

It is proposed that the Town tax houses as

though they were "tangible" property, imposing a one-time
sales tax similar to the state's car sales tax.

This

proposal contains one basic advantage over impact fees:

the

tax would be a general revenue tax and therefore the 'rown
would not have to define or "earmark" revenue made to a
specific capital improvement project.

In addition, the Town

would not have to defend the amount because it would be
proportionate to the value of the home.

It would exist as a

uniform tax over all units to be paid at the time of
purchase.

Thus,

if a current resident moves to another

house in town, he or she would pay a tax on the difference
in value between the two homes.
The state very likely would desire a portion of the
prof it made from such a tax.

For example, if the tax
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amounts to 2 percent of the value of the home, the State
could receive 1/2 percent,
Town.

leaving 1 1/2 percent for the

This proposal is very equitable because it assesses

the worth of the home before imposing the charge, whereas a
flat fee may be less equitable for a lower-income household.
For example,

2 percent of a $100,000 home amounts to $2,000,

to be paid by the homeowner.

However, the buyer of a

$50,000 home pays $1 ,000, much more manageable for the
lower-income household.

The flat fee is assessed to all

homes, regardless of value.

Therefore, the less wealthy in

town pay the same fee as the more wealthy.
This tax,

as all revenue-raising devices,

explicit legal authorization from the state.

And,

mentioned previously for impact fee legislation,
approval of such authority is unlikely.

requires
as

the

Rhode Island courts

tend to disapprove of extending municipalities' ability to
tax or charge their citizens.

Additional local taxes

basically amount to revenue lost at the state level.

This

is why the collaboration between the state and town was
introduced earlier.

Thus the state would benefit from South

Kingstown's home sales tax and would be more likely to pass
the appropriate legislation.
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C.

Tax the Full Value of the
DeVeI0Per'S"°PropertYThe third alternative to the existing education

impact fee is to tax unfinished homes as though they were
complete.

Currently the tax assessor visits all incomplete

home sites at the end of each year and assesses their value
according to their stage in development.

This alternative

proposes that homes which are roughly 80 or 90 percent
completed be assessed as substantially completed dwellings.
The current practice in South Kingstown of assessing
unfinished homes at a rate 20 to 30 percent less than the
standard rate costs the town a relatively significant amount
of funds annually.
By applying the "completed" standard rate on homes
80 to 90 percent finished, the Town would raise roughly the
same amount of money as the impact fee currently imposed.
This figure is low when considering the actual cost of
capital improvements.

But the revenue could go directly

into the general fund to be applied as town officials deem
necessary.

This alternative does not require enabling

legislation--a definite advantage over the previous two
al terna ti ves.

The tax assessor already has the authority to

assess property's value and to tax accordingly.

Thus he

needs no additional authorization to tax 80 percent
completed homes as 100 percent complete.

This alternative

would not raise a substantial amount of revenue for the
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town, however, and should not be considered as a replacement
for impact fees.
The South Kingstown scenario is very telling of the
effects associated with impact fees.

The education impact

fee imposed on Sweet Allen Farms does not accomplish any of
the three goals associated with impact fees.

Why, then did

the Town continue with its plans to charge such a fee?
As described earlier in this thesis, South Kingstown
has continuously enacted innovative planning policies and
practices.

The introduction of impact fees in the Town

appeared as an introduction of such fees in the state as
well.

Only recently did the City of Woonsocket impose a

similar fee.

Excluding these two communities, impact fees

do not exist in the State of Rhode Island.

Ultimately the

South Kingstown governmental body chose to slowly
familiarize citizens, developers and newcomers with the
concept of impact fees.
The Town Planner believes that future fee schedules
will include more significant charges, once the basic
precept has been acknowledged as valid and accepted by the
courts and the citizenry.

Further, the Town Solicitor

stated that because no legislation currently exists which
explicitly authorizes the imposition of impact fees at the
local level, officials were forced to establish an agreeable
fee schedule for both the Town and the developer.

Had the

Town assessed a significantly higher charge onto the Sweet
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Allen Farm project,

the developer may have contested

payment, and ultimately sued the Town.

Thus, South

Kingstown officials very much were dependent upon the
cooperation of the developer when establishing an
appropriate impact fee schedule for public school expansion.
Mr. Steve Alfred, South Kingstown Town Manager, is
wary of viewing the impact fee as a panacea to the problem
of school overcrowding and uncontrolled residential growth.
It is important to realize that the concept of impact fees
represents a limited solution to the education problem,
according to Alf red.

Thus,

impact fees exist as one

component in a more comprehensive local solution.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
RECOMMENDATIONS
The preceeding chapter drew a number of conclusions
from the research conducted regarding the imposition of
impact fees.

The degree of success was determined for South

Kingstown's application of an education impact fee to Sweet
Allen Farm,
the Town.

a proposed residential cluster development in
Finally,

three basic alternatives to the fee

imposed were described and critiqued.

This chapter goes

further; it delineates comprehensive solutions to the
problem of providing adequate school facilities in a town
experiencing dramatic residential growth.

The first section

discusses modifications relating to impact fees only.

The

second portion of the chapter identifies problems and
suggests solutions regarding South Kingstown's school
system.
I.

Impact Fees
Impact fees can be an effective means of raising

revenue for a municipality.

Most local governments are

losing vast amounts of revenue from federal and state
sources and local taxes are insufficient for maintaining and
expanding public facilities.

Thus,
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impact fees aid a city

or town in financing capital improvements and expansion.
In South Kingstown the only impact fee currently is
imposed for education facility expansion.

Unfortunately the

f ee--$900 per housing unit--is ineffective and does not
achieve any of the objectives previously outlined.

The

charge is too low to mitigate any of the impact on the Town
that will be created by the residential development.

As

described earlier, the fee was agreed upon by the Town and
the developer, and will be paid voluntarily as no
legislation requiring such payment currently exists.
Therefore an inexpensive fee schedule was designed with the
notion that this fee would be the forerunner of future fees
in the Town.
In order for an impact fee to be applied with any
security of its validity, enabling legislation authorizing a
municipality to impose such a fee must exist.

South

Kingstown currently has a piece of legislation awaiting
approval in the state legislature.

Without this legislation

the Town may be forced to engage in agreements similar to
that made with Twombly Developments Limited.

This voluntary

payment situation hinders the success of the impact fee
because it limits the amount imposed on a development.

And

while the Town can impose impact fees without authorization,
the possibility always would exist that the fee could be
contested and the Town taken to court.
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Thus the Town should

continue to rally for state acceptance of enabling
legislation allowing the imposition of impact fees.
public should be more actively involved.

The

Public education

of the issues involved as well as public participation in
rallying for state support would improve the Town's chances
of getting the bill passed by the state legislature.

Once

the Town had explicit authority to impose impact fees it
could impose a more effective--in other words higher--fee.
The Town of South Kingstown recently imposed its
first impact fee.

Because of the risk involved in charging

such a fee without explicit legal authority or precedent the
Town assessed the residential development in question a
conservative fee, one which proved insufficient in
alleviating the financial burden resulting from the
development.
As stated earlier in the text, the current impact
fee is merely the forerunner to future,

more effective fees.

The Town has at its disposal a valuable tool for creating
revenue,

thus easing the strain of providing basic public

facilities to its residents,

current and future.

Once

comfortable with the fee schedule technique, the Town must
consider increasing the existing education impact fee as
well as introducing additional impact fees,

for such

facilities as sewer, water and road expansion.

Furthermore,

existing impact fee schedules in other states should be used
as models.

For example, in Dunedin, Florida, the impact fee
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is based on the number of bedrooms in a unit rather than
being a flat fee imposed on all types of housing units.
the case of Sweet Allen Farm in South Kingstown,

(In

single

family homes with three bedrooms as well as the multi-family
units with two bedrooms are all being charged the $900
impact fee for school expansion).
Impact fee ordinances across the country have
included such basic publically-provided facilities as police
and fire protection, sewer connection, public water
provision,

road expansion,

facilities and privileges.

school expansion and library
Eventually South Kingstown

should consider employing these tactics in order to mitigate
some of the infrastructural pressures created by new-primarily residential--development.
Town officials obviously are investigating new means
of raising revenue in order to
facilities.

main~ain

and expand public

Impact fees remain as one tool, with advantages

and disadvantages,

for capturing funds lost through federal

and state budget cuts.

Various taxes exist which could,

coordination with impact fees,

in

increase local general funds.

As described in the previous chapter, South Kingstown should
consider taxes such as home sales tax as ways to increase
its annual revenue.

The transfer development tax is another

example of the innovative yet realistic techniques utilized
by other communities as revenue raisers.
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The Town has three basic hurdles to cross regarding
the use of additional taxes.

First,

state enabling

legislation is necessary for each type of tax imposed on the
local level.

Passage of legislation authorizing additional

revenue raised by local governments is rare, and the state
typically wants some portion of the prof it made from the tax
in question.

Second, the officials in the Town ultimately

creating such tax policies remain politicians, with
constituencies and reelections,

and policies involving

additional taxes are unattractive to the voting population.
Thus,

town officials can be limited in the policies . they

pass by the political system within which they work.

Third,

any .social system shows a strong tendency toward inertia, a
resistance to change.
relatively innovative.

The two taxes mentioned are
The concept of introducing new taxes

in South Kingstown may meet with great opposition from
residents and other town off ic1als.

Yet in order to provide

the public services and facilities considered basic in the
Town, additional revenue is necessary.
Ultimately the Town would float a bond or employ
some other means of obtaining funds, means which eventually
rely on citizens' dollars.

Thus, current and new residents

will have to invest in capital improvements in South
Kingstown, whether sooner or later depends upon the means
employed by the Town.
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II.

The School System
Chapter Three in this thesis investigated the

various characteristics of the Town of South Kingstown which
led to the Town's need to find alternative means of raising
revenue.

The Town's school system includes six elementary

schools located across the Town.

Because of the land area

in South Kingstown, its schools are spread out at great
distances from each other.

In addition, each area in Town

desired a smaller "neighborhood" school for its school
children.

This accounts for the proportionally large number

of elementary schools serving the same grades in South
Kingstown.
the~e

But as particular areas' populations increase,

neighborhood schools become insufficient in

accommodating the school-age population.
The Town Council appointed a task force to study the
present school system and to determine a number of possible
solutions to the problem of overcrowding in the elementary
schools.

According to the preliminary report submitted to

the Council April 21, 1986 the following conditions exist in
the South Kingstown school system:
1.

All elementary schools have either reached or

will soon exceed their design capacity,

(design capacity

refers to the number of classrooms in a school and the
standard number of children allowed per classroom);
2.

Elementary school enrollments are projected to

rise for at least the next five years;
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3.

Current elementary school crowding will carry

over to the junior and senior high schools by the year 1990;
4.
testing,

Sufficient space for special programs including

counseling and tutoring, does not exist in the

schools.

In fact,

use of corridors and storage rooms and

dual use of off ices occurs on a daily basis in all the
schools.
All the options identified by the task force
included expansion or new construction or both.

Further, a

number of the options proposed the creation of an
"intermediate" grade,

including grades 4 through 6,

housed in separate schools,

to be

rather than remain with grades k

through 3.
The underlying problem in South Kingstown regarding
elementary school overcrowding is the districting policies
and basic organization of schools and school enrollment
distribution.

Some schools have been forced to utilize

their cafeterias as classrooms, while others have space for
additional children.

This imbalance exists because of the

misconception that the primary schools in South Kingstown
service neighborhoods or specific areas.

The Town's expanse

and growth have made these schools' locations actual
handicaps to providing enough space for school-age children.
Redistricting would rectify most of the problems
associated with the neighborhood school concept.
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The entire

system would be more manageable because of the flexibility
that would result.

If the school department decided to

house certain grades in separate school buildings,
would make the system even more manageable.

this

School

expansion would be more controlled and purposeful because
population increases in particular age categories would be
accommodated in one or two schools rather than six.

Thus,

the school facilities would be able to adjust more easily to
the school enrollment "bulges" which pass through the
system.
Again the problem of resisting change appears
regarding the possible redistricting of schools in South
Kingstown.

A report was made in 1971 recommending

redistributing the school children in the public school
system to better accommodate the population peaks.

Parents

resisted this proposal so adamantly that the entire study
was disregarded in the end.
is still unknown.

The reaction to the 1986 report

Researchers are hopeful that parents will

be more open to such a change in the school system now
because the overcrowding problem is more significant than 15
years ago.
The problem of providing adequate education at the
local level is becoming more and more severe in the Town of
South Kingstown.

Development pressures have been coupled

with decreasing federal and state aid, as well as stateimposed taxing limitations in forcing town officials to
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determine new ways of raising revenue.

Impact fees are a

viable way of capturing some of the lost revenue as well as
increasing general revenue in a municipality.

Yet the

underlying problem within a system, should a problem exist,
must be identified and resolved simultaneously with the new
policy or techinque.
This thesis reviewed the legal validity and
financial success of imposing impact fees.

More

specifically, it described the pressures and impacts created
by residential growth in South Kingstown,
public school system.

affecting the

This study has shown impact fees can

be effective in alleviating some of the financial burden
experienced by the Town.

It has also proved that an impact

fee schedule must be established based on actual cost to the
Town and population generated by a particular development.
The challenge of providing necessary services and
facilities intensifies as federal policy leans further and
further away from state and local intervention and aid.
Local governments across the country are investigating
alternative means of raising revenue in order to accommodate
growth.

South Kingstown, as a rapidly growing community,

has as its primary problem the cost of maintaining and
expanding its school system in accordance with the
population increases.

Thus its officials have employed

education impact fees in an attempt to raise sufficient
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revenue to mitigate the impact new residential development
makes on the Town's school system.

This fee was the first

imposed in the Town of South Kingstown and one of the first
in Rhode Island.

Its ultimate success is yet to be seen.
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APPENDIX A

(M E M 0

TOWN OF SOUTH KINGSTOWN
TO:
FROM1

SUBJECT:
DATE:

Planning Board Members
~
Anna F. Prager, Town Planner Qf/(
Impact Fees - Sweet Allen Farm
April 7, 1986

As of
today there
is no
impact f•• sch•dul•
ready for
recommendation.
The consultant is still checking out various
options.
The Planning Board,
if they wish, can continue final
approval until such time an impact fe• schedul• has been put in
plac• or enter into an agreement with the developer.
Such an
agreement has been drafted by Cynthia Collins, and is enclos•d for
your information.
I am also including with this memo a copy of h•r
memo ~o me.
Please note that she points out that Planning Board
has no authority at this time to require impact fees .
It is
therefore, necessary that the record show that th• developer •nters
into this agreement voluntarily.
His oth•r option is to wait until
Planning Board has adopted all the necessary agreements.

(

Ms.
Collins uses a figure of S500 for •ducational impact fees.
That figure is based on a review of what fees are paid in Florida.
This figure may be too low for South Kingstown. Our consultant on
impact fees provided me with the following cost for school
construction:
1)

For an all inclusive school - including cafeteria, library,
etc. - S100/square foot,
on the basis of 25-30 sq.ft. 'per student per classroom.
The maximum student count per classroom being 25.
The cost per classroom - 25x30x100 = S75,000.
This figure can probably be r•duc•d by 20% since classroom
additions n•ed not b• all inclusiv•.
25x30x80 • $60,000, which translates into
Cost p•r student • t2,400.
This cost may not be r•alistic sine• each classroom will
b• us•d by mor• than on• group of 25 stduents over the lif•
span of th• classroom.

2)

Anoth•r option that th• School D•partm•nt has, is to build
a new middl• school - grad•• 4, 5 and 6.
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Towe
Town
Memo
P•ge

of S outh Kin~s~own
Pl•nner
- Impact Fees - Sweet Allen
2

Far~

Such a schocl is being built in Burriville - it is to
accommodate 750 students, which is equivalent to South
Kingstown grades 4,5 and 6 population. The size of the
sc h ool <all inclusive ) is 135,000 sq . ft.
Using the
multiplier of SlOO/sq.ft, the cost is projected to be
S13,50 0 ,000. Assumin~ the life span of this school to be
at :east 20 years, which means educating 15,000 students;
the cost of construction per student is S900.
All the figures discussed are based on many assumptions.
The
Pl•nning Board will have to in the next month, refine these
assumptions; at t h is point the cost per student range as discussed
above.
It is up to the Planning Board to decide what is a
reasonable amount .
· In conclusicn, the agreemt t is for educational
and other i~pacts should be negotiated separately.

AFF:mn
Enclosure

c.
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TOWN OF SOUTH KINGSTOWN
TO:
FROM1
SUBJECT:
DATE:

Anna F. Prager, Town P ~ an~er
Cynt h ia G. Col i ins, Le~al Counselor
Impact Fees - Sweet Allen Farm
April 7, 1986

I have drawn up an educational impact agreement along the lines of
the form used by Broward County.
There are several problems and
unanswered questions which need to be addressed.
The first question i• Planning Board authority to enter into this
type of agreement.
I have outlined the general law giving the
Planning Board authority to plan for facilities and our subdivision
policy statement. At the ~oment this is all we have.
Some type of
directive, enactment, resolution, etc. from the Town Council , and
in our own regulations, would be helpful.
I have added to the
agreement the Board's ei:pectation of the adoption of · impact fee
regulations.
As soon as possible, we need to strengthen the
Board's authority to enter into these agreements <without enabling
legislation).
The second question is the absence of impact fee schedules, which
both the Board and the developer have a right to know.
Thi5
agreement provides for payment of an amount in accordance with a
schedule.
Because there is no schedule adopted as yet, I have
suggested that the developer be allowed to proceed if he chooses by
posting a SSOO per unit security, with the possibility of. a rebate,
if appropriate.
This is only a suggestion.
The most obviou5
alternative is to wait until we have better figures to work with.
The third question is the practical consideration of how the
developer plans to provide for these fees.
I have outlined a
number of ways in number 4 of the agreement.
This agreement calls
for the up front posting of security by bond or escrow. However,
an arrangement of recording this agreement as a lien on each lot
until payment is made is also possible.
Finally, this agreement only addresses educational fees.
Fees for
water, sewer,
recreation and transportation
are also under
consideration.
The Sweet Allen Farm plat will result in at least
one identified road impact.
From our discussions with the
consultant on Friday, my understanding is the responsibility for
impact to the roads will have to be determined on an ad hoc basis
rather than by a for~ula.
If the Town formalizes its environmental
impact process, then it will be able to require off-site road
improvements. At
the moment the developer
has indicated a
willingness to pay an amount for off-site road improvements.
Impact fees will not address this area, and the Board sould simply
use its judgement and attempt to qet whatever it can until it has
the chance to enact appropriate regulations.
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(
Town of South Kingstown
Legal Counselor Memo - Impact Fees/Sweet Allen Farm
Page 2
Non• of these questions need necessarily hold up th• progress of
Sweet Al:en Farm, as long as all parties are making an effort to
If we cannot reach an
agree on a fair, cooperative resolution.
agreement, my suggstion is to take more time and operate from a
surer footing than we now have.

0

.....

--------··-

~.......
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APPENDIX B

EDUCATIONAL IMPACT AGREEMENT
This is an Agreement betw••n th• Town of South Kingstown, a
political subdivision of th• State of Rhode Island, its successors
and assigns, hereinafter r•ferred to as th• •TOWN" through its
Plannin~ Board, and
assigns, h•r•inafter ref•rred to as the
its successors and
"DEVELOPER."
WHEREAS, s45-22-7 of Rhod• Island General Laws provides that
local planning boards are empowered to plan for th• needs and
resources of the community including but not limited to 45-22-7(3)
"Fublic faciliti£s
including recreationl ar•as, utilities,
schools, f i re stations, police stations and others."
WHEREAS, the Subdivision Regulations of the Town r•quire t r e
Planning Board to base its actions on subdivisions on •numeratec
policies including (7) "Adequacy of existing public improvements
and services in t~e area, including but not limit•d to water,
sewer, drainage, roads, schools, recreation facilities and fir• and
police protection.•
,'

'< ·..

WHEREAS, the
that plats of
Planning Board is resolved
residential land shall be design•d to provide for th• educational
needs of the future residents of the platted area in accord with
impact fee regu l ations, which it expects the ~own to adopt in the
near future.
WHEREAS, the Develop•r
seeks to satisfy th• anticipat•d
educational impact fee r•quirement with :respect to Sweet Allen Farm
Plat, which has been sub~itted ' for approval to the Flanning Beard
by entering into this Educational Impa=t Agreement for the payment
of an amount of money to b• utilized to meet the educational needs
of th• r•sidents of the platted area; and
WHEREAS, in description of the platted area is attached hereto
as Exhibit "A" and made a part her•of; and
WHEREAS, the schedul• and method of payment of such money and
it• utilization
prescribed
herein are
th•
provision• for
appropriate to the circumstances of the specific dev•lopment
proposed for th• platt•d ar•a; Now, THEREFORE
In consid•ration of the
payments hereinafter ••t
follows:

mutual terms, conditions, promises and
forth, the Town and Developer agree as

1. The Developer shall pay to the Town an amount of money in
accordance with th• schedule of payments contained in the Impact
Fee Regulation adopted by the Town.
See Exhibit •B• attached
hereto and made a part hereof.
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-22.
The money paid by the Developer pursuant to this Agreement
shall be used to provide educational facilities to serve students
generated by new residential development in the Town.

3. Th• Town agrees that this Agreement satisfies its requirements
that p:a ; s of residential land shall be designed to provide for the
educational needs of future residents of the platted area.
4.
The Developer shall provide the Town with a form of security
such as a cash bond, surety · bond,
letter of credit or escrow
agreement, which is acceptable to the Town,
and which will
guarantee the Developer's payment in full of the amount of money
prescribed herein.
Evidence of such form of security shall be
attached hereto as Exhibit •c• and made a part hereof.
~.
The Developer agrees that if at anytime the Developer is in
default of this Agreement, the Town may expunge the plat referred
to hereinabove from the official Records of the Town.

In witness whereof,
executed this Agreement
signature.

the Town
OD
the

and Developer have made and
respective dates under each

Town of South Kingstown
through its Planning Board
ATTEST:
___ day of
Developer
Witness

By and Through

Witness
___ day of

· =r.

11.zwaww:aws .. - ~
..- - -
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EXHIBIT B
In the event that the Developer wishes to proceed with the plat
before a schedule of impact fees has been adopted or is hereby
agreed by the parties, that the Developer may provide secuirty in
the amount of S500 per housing unit.
It is uLderstood by the parties that the S500 figure is based
on preliminary estimates and may result in a rebate to the
Developer if the actual fee is les~ than S500.
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